
Summary

　This report is the archaeological report of the several tumuli in Narayama hills

located in the north of the Nara city and the southern end of the Kyoto prefecrture.

Those excavations were done in 1972 to 1979 for the gigantic new town

development project. Among them four tumuli were excavated, of which two are

the most important. One is of the Ishinokarato tumulus that belongs to the final

stage of Kofun period i.e.between the later 7th century and the beginning of the

8th century and the other is of the Onjogadani tumulus made in the firsthalf of the

6th century｡

　It is well known that the Ishinokarato tumulus has many special features that can

be compared to other similar tumuli of the final stage. Especially the Takamatsu-

zuka tumulus ，the Kitora tumulus and the Maruko-yama tumulus are comparable

in many structures as for planning ，stone compartments and so on. The firsttwo

are very famous and focused today by having wall paintings in stone

compartments. That kind of painting was newly introduced from the continent as ａ

new mode and so restricted to have. So buried person in each tumulus is supposed

to be such ａ noble person as to be recorded in the ancient historicaldocuments like

emperor's family｡

　The Ishinokarato tumulus was made on the border line between Nara prefecture

and Kyoto prefecture. So it is also called Kazahahi tumulus by Kyoto side naming.

It is located on the rather flatground from where good eastern and southern views

are available but northern and western views are limited. The shape of the mound

are so called Joenkahofun in Japanese. It is ａ mounded tumulus having ａ dome-

shaped knoll on ａsquare base. This kind of tumulus sums up to only three in Japan.

The mound is paved by stones and rectangle flat area surrounding the mound is

also paved by stones only in western and northern sides｡

　Under the mound and on the fringe of the rectangle flat area were set several

drainage ditches. They are filledwith pebble stones. But supplemental ditches were

set after the mound was completed. They are not filledwith stones｡

　The mound was fundamentally made by the method called Banchiku which

needs so many stages to lay the soil steadily. And it also used soil bags to fix the

end of each soillayer｡

　There isａ stone compartment to protect ａ coffinin the center of the mound. ０ｆ

course the coffin has been disappeared already. The compartment style is called

Yokoguchi type Sekkaku ，and also called stone-coffin shaped chamber. The length

is 315 centimeters. It doesn't have any stone corridor to enter nor annex room. So
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the shape is like a box made by several flat stone plates, but the front plate of the

chamber can be set after the corpse and burial goods are put into it｡

　The front space of the compartment was used for the aisle to carry the stone

plates. It was also used as tomb passage. There we could find the mark of roller

rails to carry the heavy materials. And also we could know that the burial rite had

been done there by the existence of cobble stone paving and ａ posthole. After the

burial rite soil was laid in front of the compartment by the same method as the

mound building. After that whole surface of the mound and outer flat area were

paved by stones｡

　Regret to say that stone compartment has already been intruded long before

possibly in the medieval age and at that time front piece of the ceiling were

removed. Intruders possibly stole the grave goods and consequently we could only

find the remnants mainly from the filledsoil.They are one gold ball,one silver ball,

amber beads and silver ornaments of the decorated sward. In addition we could

find the very small pieces of gold sheet and lacquer pieces. And one small dish of

the earthen Sue ware was found in the fillof the tomb passage｡

　The chamber has some features. Firstly the ceiling is made roof-shaped. And the

each ceiling plate was stifflyconnected to each by rabbit joint. Floor plates are also

supposed to be connected similarly as the ceiling.Inner surface has no paintings or

mortar. The inner width of the chamber is 103 centimeters｡

　By analyzing the data of the excavation. we can propose some important issues｡

　It can be said that the scale that is 34.5 centimeters long was possibly used for

the planning and measuring of the mound. Each size of the mound could be read in

round numbers of this scale. Total length of the surrounding rectangle area is 600

times of the scale that amounts to 20.7meters. The mound is 400 times of the scale

that amounts to 13.8 meters and so on. In addition, the outer length of the stone

compartment is ten times and the inner width is three times. And each drainage

ditch runs along the mesh of ten times of the scale｡

　After examining other tumuli, it was revealed that the same scale was used for

the Kitora tumulus and possibly for the Maruko-yama tumulus. So we can add ａ

new analogy here between those of the final stage. If lacquer pieces are fragments

of wooden coffin ornament, the Takamatu-zuka tumulus is also comparable to the

Ishinokarato tumulus. As we forecast before they shared many features and must

have been made almost homogeneously｡

　Further to say. if the gold ball found in the soil was the coffin or palanquin

ornament that was prohibited to use in 721 A.D. by Genmei empress, we can

estimate the latest dating of the Ishinokarato tumulus. ０ｎ the contrary, according

to the recent studies of their paintings, the date of those similar tumuli can not be
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earlier up to the 7th century. So we could say that the Ishinokarato tumulus was

made at about the beginning of the 8th century on the northern hinter land of the

Heijo palace. We guess the person who was buried here may be the family member

of the emperor or empress｡

　The Onjogadani tumulus is located on the top of the projected hillof Narayama.

Current condition of the mound was generally damaged and the stone chamber was

destroyed almost perfectly. So we could not know the original shape of the tiumuli

before excavation. But after the excavation we could find the linear cutting to

separate the mound from the hill the original shape of the mound was made clear

to be keyhole- shaped. Keyhole-shaped mounds were made for ancient elitesduring

the 3rd to the 6th centuries. The size of the mound is estimated 22 meters long｡

　Stones used for stone chamber were almost removed and grave goods were also

stolen. We can hardly know about the original form of the chamber. But remained

drainage on the floor of the chamber and the form inferred from the distribution of

the removed stones tellus that it is immature corridor-style stone chamber having

primitive passage to southern direction. Size of the chamber is about 3.７meters

long and １.７meters wide. Burials were done more than twice on the analysis of the

Sue ware pottery between the former half of the 6th century and the latter half of

the same century. Remnant grave goods are horse ornaments, iron arrows, iron

tools,a jasper cylindrical bead and Sue wares｡

　Most impressive findings of the Onjogadani tumulus are haniwa figures of so

much variation. Mass volume of them was excavated from the linear cutting

between the hilland the mound. Horse shaped haniwa were especially the most

outstanding among them. One of them has ａ special riding equipment. The

equipment is hanged from the saddle on the right side of the horse to rest rider's

feet. From very limited materials the equipment is thought to be used for female

when riding.It can be said that it is the firstexample that can show us the whole

image of that kind of horse. There are four other horses here and of which two

could be regained their original forms. We know from their variation that horses

were utilized in many ways in the 6th century. Perhaps the variety of the five

horses is not outstanding but ordinary for the elites'tumuli in the 6th century｡

　Other than horses, many kinds of animal figures were found. For example, there

are cattle which have not been reported more than six until now. And two dogs

and one bird are also identified｡

　Human figures are not so many. But haniwa representing utensils are also many

and including very rare ones. Among them Sokyaku rinjomon-shaped (Le.wheel-

shaped circle with two ribbon-like projections) haniwa are the most important. The

shape can hardly be seen on the wall paintings of the 6th century stone chambers
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in Kyusyu district

　Ritual staff-shaped haniwa are of much volume and the size can be divided into

two. Small ones were used on the top and edge of the mound. ０ｎthe contrary. big

ones might be used at such the special area where human and animal figures were

gathered as the top of square part of the mound. This is the firstexample to show

us their standing patterns.

　This abundant image of minor classed tｕｍｕli'shaniwa in Kinki districthas not

been supposed until today. But now we have to reexamine the similar findings

excavated in old times. Today as

such as the Imashiro-zuka tumulus

for huge tumuli excavations are undergoing as

in Osaka prefecture and more abundant haniwa

figures are appearing. Until now Kinki districtseems to have lost its hegemony in

haniwa production in the 6th century,but consequently, we have come to say that

Kinki districtstillhad the same big power to the whole Japan in haniwa making as

the former 4th and 5th centuries.

　Other two tumuli are briefly mentioned in this report.
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